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Abstract. Due to the significant values it can derive, large-scaled open data analysis (or big data analysis) 

attracts lots of attentions from various domains researchers and experts. However, the progresses of data 

releasing for open usages are still slow in the latest decade. Only about 10% amount of datasets owned by 

worldwide governments have been released, and the main reason of that is due to concern for “privacy 

preserving’. According to previous real case studies, even though the personally identifiable information 

have been de-identified, sensitive personal information still could be uncovered by heterogeneous or cross-

domain data joining operation. This kind of privacy re-identification are usually too complicated or obscure 

to be realized by data owner, not to mention that this problem will be more severe as the scale of data goes 

large. To our best knowledge so far, none of existent research work leverages data visualization approach to 

provide direct and clear manner detecting information re-identification problem. In this project, we aim to 

propose a method for scalable open data de-identification visualization consisting of: 1) platform for scalable 

storing and computation for de-identification measuring and 2) novel data visualization technique depicting 

distribution of de-identification robustness in a global view. It was demonstrated that our work not only 

provides efficient estimation and visualization for data de-identification but also a useful guideline helping 

users determine which parts of data should be released or not. 

Keywords: data de-identification, data visualization, privacy preserving, personally identifiable 

information, sensitive personal information. 

1. Introduction 

In recent decades, for the sake of rising of big data analytics, open data applications create almost 3,000-

billion market size cross various domains [1]. Governments and companies compete to pay more attention on 

heterogeneous or cross-domain data analysis year by year. As reported by statistics from World Wide Web 

Foundation and Open Data Institute, there are totally 77 countries dedicating opening governments’ data 

[2][3]. Yet, only 10% amount of datasets owned by worldwide governments have been released, and the 

main reason of that is due to concern for “privacy preserving’ such that there are still plenty space for 

improving [2][3]. 

For problem of Personally Identifiable Information (PII) or Sensitive Personal Information (SPI) re-

identification, most of previous studies usually adopt two strategy to de-identify data which owner want to 

release: 1) generalization [4][5] and 2) suppression [4][6][7]. Both of them sacrifice information and 

corresponding value, that dataset originally can provide, to some extent. Besides, it has been shown that even 

after dataset being de-identified, there still chances that PII may be revealed by cross joining different 

datasets [8][9]. To quantify the likelihood where PII or SPI being re-identified, the k-anonymity model  was 

proposed and can be used to measure how well the upcoming released data being de-identified [5]. It was 

also known that time complexity to calculate the optimal k-anonymity value for a given dataset is Non-

deterministic Polynomial-time Hard (NP-hard) level [10] thus researchers devoted themselves to develop 

scalable k-anonymity computation platform [11][12][13]. However, when data scale goes larger to big-data 
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level, it is not only need a scalable approach to estimate k-anonymity of large-scaled data but also an 

efficient approach to provide user a direct and clear picture telling the robustness for data against PII re-

identification. To our best knowledge so far, there are no existent research focusing on making de-

identification degree of sensitive data being easily readable and understandable by human being.  

In this paper, the effectiveness of data visualization analysis, which is one of rising data mining topics 

and proven to be useful on various domains [14][15], was leveraged to build a scalable Open Data De-

identification Visualizer (ODD Visualizer). The ODD Visualizer is inspired and modified from Matrix 

Visualization (MV) approach[16], as well as benefited from a novel Hierarchical Analysis and Clustering 

Tree (HACT). The variant of matrix visualization depicts a brief distribution among different k-anonymity 

estimation given different attribute subsets of data, while HACT considers this k-anonymity distribution as 

input to reason out an optimal alignment of attributes giving users the most robust attribute subset against PII 

re-identification, under various de-identification thresholds. The merits of the proposed ODD Visualizer are 

threefold. 1) A scalable database and computation platform were implemented in ODD Visualizer such that 

k-anonymity of each attribute subset of data can be rapidly and efficiently estimated. 2) Users can easily get 

a whole picture depicting the k-anonymity distribution among different attribute subset combination. Hence, 

it can be known where the weakness of current dataset against PII re-identification is. 3) Based on the 

optimal alignment sorted by HACT, users get suggestion to decide which attribute subsets can be released or 

not.  

Details about the definition of PII re-identification and k-anonymity model discussed in this paper can be 

found in Section 2. The architecture and implementation of proposed ODD Visualizer are all mentioned in 

Section 3. Sections 4 is responsible for demonstration effectiveness of our proposed method using 

benchmark of employee information. At last, section 5 concludes this paper as well as gives some possible 

directions for further researches. 

2. Problem Definition-Record Linkage Attack and k-Anonymity Model 

As what being told in related surveys and researches [17][18], for any given dataset table ,T, and one 

record, D, attributes = {V1, V2, …} contained in D can be partitioned into different groups according their 

roles during progress of de-identification or re-identification, as followings. 

D (Explicit Identifier, Quasi Identifier, Sensitive Attributes, Non-Sensitive Attributes), where:  

1) Explicit Identifier (EID): is a set of attributes, such as name and social security number (SSN), 

containing information that explicitly identifies record owners. 

2) Quasi Identifier (QID): is a set of attributes that could potentially identify record owners. Note that 

the value of QID in this study is represented as qid. 

3) Sensitive Attributes (SA): Sensitive Attributes consists of sensitive personal-specific information 

such as disease, salary, and disability status. 

4) Non-Sensitive Attributes (NSA): Non-Sensitive Attributes contains all attributes that do not fall 

into above three categories. 

The discussed record linkage attack and k-anonymity model can be illustrated using following example 

as shown in table 1 [17]. Given that a hospital is going to release patient’s information (as patient table in 

table 1(a)). Once a PII hacker having privilege to access another public external dataset (as external table in 

table 1(b)), and the hacker also know that instances in patient table and external table came from the same 

population. In the above condition, hacker then do have chance to identify the SA of “Diagnosis” via QID = 

{Job, Gender, Age}. For example, privacy leakage crisis is on Chris, cause he is the only one whose value of 

QID (named as qid) being {Salesman, Male, 31}. Using such qid value to link two tables, the sensitive 

information that Chris’s diagnosis result will leak out. On the contrary, PII for Bob and Kevin is much safer, 

as they share the same qid of {Military, Male, 27}. As a consequence, the k-anonymity model can be used to 

measure the likelihood of this sensitive information leakage. 

k-anonymity model: for a given T, assume qid is one existent value of one possible QID combination. 

For any qid of each QID existing in T, if there are at least k records sharing the same qid, then such T 

satisfying this requirement is called k-anonymous. The probability of linking a victim to a specific record 
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through QID is at most 1/k. 

Table 1. Examples for illustrating record linkage re-identification and  k-anonymity model 

(a) Patient table (b) External table 

Job Gender Age Diagnosis 

Engineer Male 32 Hepatitis 

Engineer Female 25 Flu 

Military Male 27 Diabetes 

Military Male 35 Hepatitis 

Salesman Male 31 HIV 

Artists Female 28 Flu 

Artists Female 35 Diabetes 
 

Name Job Gender Age 

Smith Engineer Male 32 

Bob Military Male 27 

Louis Artists Female 35 

Chris Salesman Male 31 

John Military Male 35 

Amy Artists Female 28 

Nancy Engineer Female 25 

Eddie Engineer Male 32 

Kevin Military Male 27 
 

3. Proposed Method 

The proposed ODD Visualizer is designed under two concerns when dealing dataset de-identification 

evaluation. One is for scalable de-identification measuring, and the other is to make the measuring result 

being direct, clear and easily understandable. The Elasticsearch [19] database and corresponding API of 

version 1.7.2 provides scalable data storing, loading, and querying functionalities to implement k-anonymity 

computation in ODD Visualizer. On the other hand, the following two subsections discuss the two major 

components in the ODD Visualizer: 1) matrix visualization and 2) hierarchical analysis and clustering tree.  

3.1. Matrix visualization for depicting k-anonymity distribution 

The matrix visualization (MV) technique used in this paper, focusing on depicting a brief distribution 

among different k-anonymity estimation given combinations of any two attributes, as well as a measurement 

of robustness against PII re-identification in terms of  k-anonymity value for whole dataset. Figure 1(a) 

shows the MV in the proposed ODD Visualizer. The color spectrum in the bottom of figure 1(a) indicates 

different k-anonymity values from lowest to highest. For matrix itself, the row and column indexes lists the 

attributes (i.e., V1, V2, …) constituting input dataset, and the color shown in position (i, j) represents the k-

anonymity values for QID = {Vi, Vj}. The diagonal position stands for only single variable. Moreover, the 

color of matrix borderline is for k-anonymity value of entire dataset considering all attributes. It should be 

note that the attributes imported into the matrix are only QID, SA, and NSA. EID is excluded from MV, 

because EID always produce k-anonymity of 1 due to its definition. All k-anonymity computation use 

scalable Elasticsearch API functionalities. 

3.2. Hierarchical Analysis and Clustering Tree for sorting and grouping attributes 

This paper also proposes a novel Hierarchical Analysis and Clustering Tree (HACT) to analysis the 

distribution after MV. As in the figure 1(b), The HACT first sorts all of k-anonymity values for each 

combination of two variables and uses greedy strategy to merge two variables (attributes) who result in 

maximum k-anonymity value. The two selected variables, Vi and Vj, will form a new cluster and be treated as 

one “complex” variable, {Vi, Vj}. The clustering operation will iterate until all attributes merged as one tree. 

The “uncle flipping” mechanism [20] is then adopted to determine the attribute order inside each clustered 

subtree. Because HACT keeps merging, aligning, and grouping variables to show which subsets of data 

having most robustness against re-identification. After HACT process, given any k-anonymity threshold = δ, 

users get suggestion and guideline to select which attribute subsets can be released or not based on the 

optimal alignment sorted by HACT (figure 1(c)). Followings are the pseudo code of HACT process:  

Step 1. Excluding diagonal, pick one position (i, j) in MV who produces largest k-anonymity value.  

Step 2. Merge the two picked variables, Vi and Vj, as new one “complex” variable, {Vi, Vj}, and form a new 

clustering tree. 

Step 3. Replace index Vi and Vj, with {Vi, Vj}, and update the corresponding k-anonymity values related to Vi 

and Vj.  

Step 4. Go back to Step 1，until all subtree being merged. 

Step 5. Alignment all clustered variables based on “uncle flipping” order determining mechanism. 
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Fig. 1: The modified matrix visualization to display k-anonymity distribution. 

4. Demonstration 

For demonstration the effectiveness of the proposed ODD Visualizer, an employee dataset from [13] was 

download as benchmark. This data contains totally 10 attributes, one of them is employee ID, used as EID, 

was excluded without importing into ODD Visualizer. And the results of using ODD Visualizer to display, to 

analysis, and to group k-anonymity values of this benchmark are all shown in Figure 2. Figure 2(a) displays 

the k-anonymity values not only about the whole employee dataset as well as considering its single attribute 

or attributes combination. For instance, attributes: gender, race, and salary class have the highest k-

anonymity values, while native-country has the lowest one. Combination of {salaryclass, gender} provides 

highest k-anonymity value, however PII may be re-identified via combination of {salaryclass, age} whose 

corresponding k-anonymity value is too low. It also can be observed that the original matrix visualization 

was shown in a multi-fragment manner. After HACT processing, figure 2(b) shows the aligned matrix result 

where attributes are grouped into several blocks. The resulted cluster representing {gender, salaryclass, 

education martial-status, race} has more resistance against re-identification than other attributes. The 

clustering tree in the right side of figure 2(b) indicates the order for those block being merged. Moreover, the 

tree also reflect different de-identification robustness after each merging from k =1111 to k =1. This example 

successfully demonstrate that the users can take advantage of this visualization as a guideline deciding to 

share which parts of dataset is appropriate or not. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2: A demonstration for how ODD Visualizer works. 

5. Conclusion 

Open data analysis creates huge amount revenue for various domain and its related application. However, 

the current progresses of worldwide data releasing is still too slow to catch up the growing applications 
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because of the “privacy preserving” concern. To our best knowledge so far, this paper first propose a scalable 

open data de-identification measuring and visualization mechanism, named as ODD Visualizer. The 

proposed method depicts the distribution of k-anonymity values among various dataset attributes in a direct 

and clear manner. Besides, it also provides a useful guideline to help user decide which parts of dataset can 

be released. Other various kinds of anonymity models and their corresponding specific visualization way are 

the future works for further research.  
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